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Council Chatter
 The main news from Council is

the fact that the AGM is done
and dusted for another year!
This meeting was held at the
BSNZ Patronage Show in Gore.

 The Election of Officers for
the Council, for the 2016-17
Term, was a smooth event with
all those nominated being elected en bloc. See p3 for the introduction of the two new
Council members who have
offered to serve you on the
Council and p2 for a letter of
introduction from the new
President.

 The Remits that did require a
vote are reported on in full in
p9 for the information of all.
These Remits have been forwarded to the Federation for
inclusion in the Federation
AGM in Palmerston North in
late July.

 Ring

Registrar contact
Details have changed!
Please contact Vince Huston on PO Box 82011
Highland Park 2143 Auckland if you wish to order
rings for the 2016-17
breeding season. See below, p2, p3, p5 and p10 for
further details on changes to
your Society personnel and
record the details.

 The Show Cage Drinkers

There was a good discussion
on these by the members
who were present at the
AGM and those who had
noted their comments on the
Proxy forms. The members
present got to see just what
these would be like and had a
chance to handle them. The
decision of the meeting was
that the Council move forward with acquiring these

New Treasurer and Ring Registrar
Because of the changeover of Treasurer and Ring
Registrar at the AGM we
need to inform the membership that we have
NEW officers
serving
you from now on! This
will mean a number of
changes for members in
terms of contact details
and there will be an
interim
period where
there may be some small
interruptions to normal
service, especially if you
send ring orders and

membership renewal
forms to the old address.
If you have not yet
ordered rings for delivery
on or about August 1,
please do that now
through Vince Huston,
our new Ring Registrar.
The rings will all be sent
out the week before the
Nationals in an organised
and timely fashion.
Our new Treasurer for
the 2016-17 year will be
Derek Lourens who, in

drinkers and that there would
be a lengthy phase-in period so
that no member was disadvantaged by having to change theirs
over immediately.

 New Council Contact Details are all included on the
last page of the Bulletin. If you
wish to contact any of the
Council members the details
are always included on the last
page for your information.

 Webmaster Needed The
new Council is keen to appoint a new webmaster to
help us in our communication
with members. If you know of
anyone who could assist us in
this area please contact one of
the Council members.

 The first meeting of the new

Council will be held in late
June on a date to be confirmed.

his real life when he is
not breeding budgies and
serving on Council, is an
accountant. Please see
his contact details on
p12. The new address,
to order your rings for
the new season, is recorded, again, on p5 and
p12 for your information
and use.
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Introducing our New President—Darryl Cleland

“Breeding and
showing of
budgerigars
needs to be
enjoyable,
otherwise
what's the
point? ”

Hello everyone,
Firstly, my apologies for not
coming down to Gore for
the BSNZ Patronage Show
hosted by the Southland
Club. I had committed
myself to five judging
appointments this season so
have already taken more
weekends than I should have
from my business. Thanks
for allowing me to represent
you all as BSNZ President
for the coming 12 months.
Congratulations to the
winners and well done to all
the other exhibitors for
making the effort to support
the Gore Patronage Show.
Hopefully the auction went
well and buyers are happy
and secured the bloodlines
and features to go forward.
For myself, I've been
involved in budgie breeding
and showing budgies, firstly

with my father, since the
early 1970s.
What I hope to bring to
the Society is the following:
more transparency and
simplicity with rules and
unity across the other
budgerigar clubs— Auckland Budgie Club, the Pied
Society (1959) and Colour
Breeders. It is important
that we all work together
towards the same goal of
breeding and exhibiting
budgerigars. The other
areas I will be working
towards, with the Council, is for the Society to be
less political, that there is
less reason for negative
correspondence with the
Council, and easier workloads for the two cosecretaries. To work efficiently, it is important that,
firstly, the Council has a

E-mail: info@topflite.co.nz
Website: http://topflite.co.nz/

friendly working relationship, and also that the
membership as a whole
gets on with each other in
mutual respect. Breeding
and showing of budgerigars needs to be enjoyable,
otherwise what's the point?
For those attending the
Palmerston North National, I look forward to meeting you in Fielding, for what
we hope, will be another
excellent event on the
Show
calendar.
The easiest way to contact
me is via email or text
0276122022, and during
my work day, I'll get to
have a seat and give you a
call for a chat. Thanks for
your time!
Regards,
Darryl Cleland

[For information on other new
members see p 3]
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2016 Auckland Budgie Club
Show and Seminar
This “Budgie-Only” Show will be held
July 2-3, 2016 at the Lincoln Green
Conference Centre, Henderson, Auckland

+ Open judging
+ Australian judge – James Baden, Victoria
+ Excellent Schedule
+ Extensive Prize List and Patronage
+ Seminar on Sunday by Australian Judge
+ Schedule available on the Budgie FB
page and has been sent to every e-mail

New Council Members for YOUR Council
+ Chris Asken — I am self employed and have owned a Property Management business in
the Wellington area for 14 years. I have, in the last two years, purchased and run another
business which is called The Fabulous Fudge Company , which makes, of course, a great range
of fudge.
Prior to coming to Wellington in 2002, from my farm in the Manawatu, I had been involved in
breeding a range of birds including budgies simply for hobby and fun. After moving to Wellington and sometime later, in 2013, I decided that I would like to get back into breeding budgies
with the intention of showing. I have been very excited and pleased to have, after two years,
gone over to Champion and this year’s show season will be even more exciting as I am now showing my lines and need
to prove to myself that they can hold their own on the show bench.
I was approached by Sheryl to consider the role of Secretary within the BSNZ and I am excited to have the opportunity to work alongside of her in this role knowing that Sheryl has a lot of knowledge and experience to pass on.
I hope that I can do this role justice and look forward to meeting many of you in the time to come.

+ Phil Hill — I am 45 years old and I have five children ranging in age from
21—13. I started breeding and showing budgerigars in 1984 at the age of 14.
I went out of birds for 10 years in 1994 when I moved from Hastings to Taranaki, to start my family. When I returned to the Hawkes Bay in 2004 I got
back into budgies. I am a current BSNZ judge and have been a Champion
since the 2009 show season. My greatest showing achievements were in 2008
when I won Best Novice and 6th Best Bird at the Patronage Show in Hamilton and Best Novice and 4th Best Bird at the National in Timaru.
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Introducing our Life Members: Lincoln Baldwin

Lincoln is a past
Council member
and President of
the Budgerigar
Society Council
from 1996-1998
serving for about
10 years in total.

The pride in Lincoln’s voice
and the obvious joy in the
retelling of the story from last
weekend at the Christchurch
Club Show, was sure evidence
that, for Lincoln, the joy of the
hobby of budgie breeding
comes from the birds themselves! Lincoln, from Papanui
in Christchurch, entered just
three birds of the 23 budgies
still in his aviary, and was
thrilled to be judged Best AA
with a grey green cock that
had great spots and a lovely
head. He cannot help but
wonder about the other two
birds that were wrong-classed
because he popped the cock
in the hen cage and the hen in
the cock cage. Many breeders
will relate to this mix up and
sympathise!
Lincoln began breeding birds,
alongside his Dad, when he
was just 10 years old and if
you work backwards from his
not inconsiderable age, this
means he was breeding birds
from way back in the early
1940s. Back then breeders
had few varieties to choose

from in terms of breeding as
varieties such as pieds, opalines, spangles and even greys
and grey greens were varieties
of the future. Lincoln proudly
recalls showing his birds at the
first Christchurch National
where he won a class of light
green cocks where there
were 25 birds in the class. He
was just 14 years old and his
bird was a big bird with a really great head and it won despite having a hinged tail. These were the days of huge numbers of birds on the bench and
large numbers of young Novice breeders. Lincoln attributes some of the drop off in
membership, in the modern
era, to the fact that fathers
have to work longer hours
these days, so do not have
time to nurture their children
into breeding birds; there are
more distractions in terms of
computers and TVs and
phones and there are issues
around the fact that modern
housing does not provide the
space for big backyard aviaries
that were so common as he

grew up. From Lincoln’s perspective one of the other challenges faced by young breeders
today is that it is expensive to
procure stock to get started in
the hobby.
The Society’s 75th Jubilee
Booklet indicates that Lincoln

was actively involved in both
the Society and Federation
for many years. He was part
of the group which set up
the BS judges system while
also being a good breeder
having exhibited the best
bird at the 1988 National.
For Lincoln, the on-going
pleasure of the hobby, lies
in the joy associated with
putting a pair of birds down
to breed and seeing their
resulting off-spring. In the
old days raising eight chicks
in a nest was not uncommon and was the lure of the
hobby for him. This remains
true even having just 23
birds in his aviary today,
down from the 200 birds
that he had in past years.

Remaining Shows of the 2016 Season:

Our guest judges receive their
badges from the Society.

Display at the Patronage Show

11 — 12 June Poverty Bay Show
11 — 12 June Stratford Show
18 –19 June Wairarapa Show
18—19 June Dunedin Show
25 — 26 June Ashburton Show
NB — The Te Awamutu Show is cancelled for
this year.
2-3 July
Hastings Show
2-3 July Auckland Budgie Show (Budgie-Only)
9-10 July
Hamilton Show
9-10 July
Nelson Show
16-17 July
Auckland Metro
29—31 July
Topflite National Show,
Palmerston North
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Important Information Re
NEW Ring Registrar and Orders
Our new Ring Registrar is:
Vince Huston and from now on all new ring
orders and membership applications need to
be sent to:





PO Box 82011, Highland Park 2143
Auckland
Ring Orders
New membership sign ups
Membership queries

Partnership Breeds Many Varieties: Vera and David Pawson, Novices
As is the situation for many
breeders, Vera bred birds at
home, in Huntly, as a child.
She has always had a range
of birds and this has continued until today. Vera can
recall two aunts who kept
birds in aviaries when she
was a child — one had a big
aviary in the Coromandel
and another aunt had tearooms in the Cambridge
area where there was a
small ―zoo‖ with donkeys,
lambs and also a large variety
of birds. Perhaps this is
where Vera’s own interest in
breeding birds came from?
Vera finds that she and David share the variety of jobs
involved in breeding, with
David taking care of the bulk
of the cleaning and ringing of
chicks and Vera taking care
of the day to day feeding of
the birds. Vera works as a
teacher and Reading Recovery Tutor and finds that the

Vera and
breeding
David are
season is
very interthe most
ested in
demandworking
ing time
to develop
for two
some of
people in
the rarer
full time
varieties
employand curment.
re n tly
David
have Reworks as
and David Pawson with
cessive
Pieds,
Texas
an engineer so is Vera
their winning Recessive Pied
Clearbodies
and
also busy each day at the Whakatane Show
Greywings in their
at work. Vera gets
up half an hour earlier during aviary. They have been delightthe breeding season to deal ed to consistently win at the
with the birds needs and Nationals with their Recessive
then needs an hour after Pieds. The challenge of trying
work each day to make sure to build up the rarer varieties
that things run smoothly. is second only, for Vera and
Outside of breeding season David, to trying to develop
she and David find that the strong hens with which to
way they have set up their breed! They believe that this is
aviary means that they can possibly the greatest challenge
leave their birds for 2-3 days they face as Novice breeders.
and get a break away someVera says that her greatest joy
times.
in breeding birds comes from

arriving home after a
day’s work and having a
lovely time with the
birds. She really enjoys
the opportunity to work
away in the aviary and
really loves this as a way
to wind down after the
busy days she has in her
work world.
For the Pawsons, it is all
about the birds and the
fun and joy they bring to
their daily lives!

The Greywing and the
Recessive Pied varieties are
being worked on in the
aviaries of Ver and David
Pawson
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BUDGERIGAR SOCIETY PATRONAGE SHOW 2016

Best Budgie in
Show bred by
Herb and Carol
Duston

“I'm so glad to see a club
finally catch up with the
times .”
―Would be so good to have
this process at every show -makes for a really good
learning experience for
everyone at the show I
think.”
Comments made during
the live streaming from
the BSNZ Patronage Show

Best Novice
Budgie bred by
Sophie Stark

Southland Club, again, put
on their very best southern
hospitality in the hosting of
this most enjoyable Budgerigar Society Patronage Show.
The venue at the Town and
Country Club in Gore was
of ample proportions to
accommodate the open
judging that has become a
really positive feature of the
Patronage Show over the
last few years.
This year we were delighted
to offer to members, on the
Budgie Society Facebook
page, another excellent
benefit of membership in the
form of live streaming of
both the judging and BSNZ
Auction. Feedback from the
members who watched the
live feed, and took the time
to comment on the
proceedings has been overwhelmingly positive and this
is something that the Council will be looking to improve
upon in the future.
Our two guest judges from
Australia were very careful
with their selections and
generous with their time in
terms of sharing their
rationale and thoughts about
the initial colour placings and
then on their selections for
the final specials.
This report from Neale
Love, from Queensland,
sheds some light on his
reaction to the Show:
―An Australian Judges
report of the Southland Club
- BSNZ Patronage Show
held in Gore on the weekend of the 14th and 15th of
MAY 2016.‖ This adventure
started over 15 years ago
when Dave Ingoe, a good
friend of mine, asked me if I
would judge in New Zealand. At the time I said that
would be brilliant, however,
with commitments to family
and work etc. I wasn't able

to take up the offer until
this year, and I’m kicking
myself for not taking up the
offer all those years ago.
Henry George and myself
accepted the invitation and
we set off on our journey
to NZ and Southland to
officiate at the BSNZ Patronage show held in Gore.
We caught our flight on
Friday the 13th to Christchurch, then a connecting
flight to Dunedin, arriving
in Dunedin around the 630pm mark. We were
greeted with a big smile
and a welcoming handshake
from Mike Hannan and
Grant Haywood. The locals
turned on the good weather with a cool windy 5 degrees! Ahhh, summer I was
told for the locals. The lads
had their vehicle all ready
with birds in the back of
the hitched up van, so we
were off to Gore. We
arrived couple hours later
at the venue. Time went by
quickly with all the "budgie"
talk that took place along
the way. Dave Ingoe and
his team greeted us at the
venue in Gore. After a
quick hello and view of the
venue we had a late
dinner to warm the
belly and settle the
nerves, then off to
our accommodation
for a well earned
sleep, remembering
NZ is two hours
ahead of us. We
were up early to
commence our day.
All dressed and filled
with a brilliant
breckie we were
delivered to the
venue and over 200
entries awaited us.
Like we do in Oz,
Henry and myself
judged
together.

The team of stewards, lead
by Dave and Mike, had the
birds coming to us nice and
easy and it was a credit to
them how the show on the
first day went so smoothly.
During the judging either
Henry George or myself
would give a run down on
the judging and the eagerness
of the gallery to listen to all
the whys and how comes of
the judging was seen in their
eyes and their eagerness. As
the classes were judged Henry and myself would place the
winners on a separate staging
for the final judging and to
place the winners of the
show. The lunch time break
was taken and we were
greeted with a brilliant lunch
of a hearty stew and home
cooked
baked
vegies...mmmmm that hit the
spot. Back to the judging and
the final places. Henry
George and myself were taken back by the overall quality
of the birds and were pleasantly surprised by the
presentation and showmanship of the entries. We were
presented with an outstanding grey green normal cock at
the start of judging which

Article in local newspaper
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REPORT FROM NEALE LOVE, JUDGE

Neale Love (left) and Henry George judging during the live streaming

gave us a bench mark to go
by. We both said "It will take
a good one to beat this
bloke". So as the winners
were placed aside for final
judging for the champions, we
did have some great birds to
push the grey green: a lovely
grey normal cock, a strong
sky blue normal cock , a grey
green opaline cock and a
lovely feminine yellow face
blue hen. We gave the winners of the classes some time
to settle once again and to
give them time to show their
stuff for the final placings.
Slowly assessing each variety
and judging each bird on its
merits, the final placings were
made. The grey green cock
from the stud of Herbie
Duston, a strong showman of
a bird, good feather with lots
of length and blow, was a
worthy winner. Then a grey
normal cock from the stud of
the Hannan/Hellyer partnership was placed second. This
was a smaller bird, but in
proportion, with directional
feather and width — another
lovely budgerigar, just a little
down on condition compared
to the grey green. Then third
was a big long sky blue cock
from the stud of the Gamble/
Ingoe partnership. This was
another lovely bird with that

much desired length and
body strength which was just
down on the winner on the
day. The fourth place-getter
was a lovely variety bird in
the opaline grey green of
Herbie and Carol Duston. It
was strong bodied and but a
little down on feather length.
What I can say was that it
was in beautiful feather and
condition and just lacked
that finishing off in showmanship. Congratulations to
the winners overall! I would
like to mention the Novice
winner— a very lovely grey
green normal cock of Sophie
Stark’s. This bird is a real
credit to the breeder. It
showed wide face, a deep
cap, directional feather and
was presented in lovely condition. Well done to Sophie!
After the final judging, we
were presented to the winners and discussed their
birds as well as the owners
of most of the exhibits. It
was a pleasure to talk and
discuss their birds and to
give them our opinion of
them. Overall a great day
was had, all things budgie,
winners were grinners as I
don't think Herbie stopped
smiling all afternoon or all
weekend for that matter.
That night we had a lovely

meal with the Southland Club
members and talked birds.
What more can you ask for? It
is a great topic with liked
minded people. Next day the
presentation of trophies took
place and guess what? Herbie
was still smiling! After the
presentations the BSNZ had
their AGM, and we were asked
to give our feedback on the
birds and show. All Henry
George and myself could say
was and is many thanks for the
invitation and congratulations
to the organisers and everyone
who made the show/event
such a success. After a light
lunch and many good byes
Henry and myself were taken
to Dunedin by Mike Hannan to
sleep the night and then to be
taken to the airport for our
Monday flight home. We
thought the weekend had
come to an end but no, there
was more. Mike had arranged
for three aviary visits and a
meal at his house. We visited
Grant and Lynne Haywood’s
aviary and Hec and Paul Anderton’s aviary and then finally we
had a look over Mike's birds
and set up. All were a credit to
the owners and from the birds
we saw it won’t take very long
for a winner to come out of
their stocks. We extend a big
thank you to Mike and his wife,
Annette, for making us welcome in their home and for
that roast dinner. Wow, that
hit the spot! Many thanks for
that and for Mike for running
us around and getting us to the
airport so early. Well done
BSNZ and the Southland Show
committee for an outstanding
weekend. Many thanks from
Henry George and myself.
When we left Dunedin it was 5
degrees, when we landed in
Brisbane it was 28, ahhh... love
that warm weather...cheers to
all my friends in NZ. See you
all soon… Neale Love

“It will take a
good one to
beat this bloke!”
“I would like to
mention the
Novice
winner— a very
lovely grey
green normal
cock of Sophie
Stark’s. This
bird is a real
credit to the
breeder. It
showed wide
face, a deep
cap, directional
feather and was
presented in
lovely condition.
Well done to
Sophie!.”
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Secretary’s Report to the AGM of the BSNZ
Presented at the AGM by Sheryl Baron, Secretary, Member of Tauranga Bird Club

In the absence of either a President or a Vice
-President this year, due to resignations
during our Term of office, I am presenting
the ―state of the Society‖ report for this
year. Your elected Council works very hard
indeed, on behalf of every single member,
and over the past four years there has been
huge progress made towards turning our
organisation from a paper-oriented 20th
century organisation into a more forward
thinking, technology oriented body. The
results are noted and commented upon
internationally, with our bi-monthly Bulletin
providing articles for both UK and Australian
budgerigar publications. The progress that
has been made in this area puts our Society
to the fore-front of Budgerigar Societies
internationally. Your Council has worked
diligently to ensure that the Website, as well,
is a tool for keeping members well informed
about what is going on with Council Minutes,
the Bulletin, events such as the BSNZ
Auction and articles that we think will be of
use to members from across New Zealand
being uploaded to the website for the benefit
of all.
Behind the scenes, month in and month out,
at Skype meetings that last two hours or
more, and in their own leisure time,
members of your Council perform the
following tasks on your behalf:
Novice Points: Tabulation of individual
sheets, letters to members to confirm
Council reckoning, and then a collated list
given to the Secretary to post out the
Certificate and Congratulations Packs.
Patronage Letters and Results Sheets,
Rosette Order and Distribution: E-mails
to every Club attaching the updated Patronage Sheet and Results Sheets, completed by
February 1 of any given year. This includes
the BS and National Patronage. Compilation
of the rosette order, placing the order by

mid-March and posting the rosettes to
each Club to arrive with them well in
time for their Show.
Federation Year Book Compilation and Checking of Details: This
involves liaising with the Federation
Secretary and the BSNZ Treasurer to
ensure that every detail is as accurate
as possible as at the date that this
material is due to Federation – usually
November 30 of any given year. The
accuracy of all BSNZ pages as well as
the Classes pages, BSNZ judges page,
Novice to Champion is included.
Budgie Society Year Booklet:
Making corrections to the pages of
this booklet to keep it up to date each
year with accurate details for every
member, letters to prospective advertisers, liaising with the Treasurer re
accounts to be sent to advertisers,
updating of Hall of Fame members,
Novice to Champion details, improving the number of images of the
varieties included and getting it printed
are all a part of this task.
Organisation and Execution of
the BSNZ Patronage Show: This
role is centred mainly around securing
contributors to the Auction, liaising
around the images for the Website
etc. securing international judges,
writing to them to confirm their
appointments, liaising with the host
Club and so forth.
Updating and Managing the Website – this is centred around ensuring
that Minutes, Bulletins and articles are
uploaded regularly, new members are
assisted to become a part of the
website as a benefit of their membership.
Ordering, distributing the BBE
closed rings – this role ensures that
members can place orders for their
rings and have them in the post very
soon after so that members can use
these rings right through until the end
of any given season.
Managing the financial affairs of
the Society – this role ensures that
the funds of the Society are carefully
managed to ensure that the membership fees can be kept to a fair and
reasonable level.
Arranging for the preparation
and collation of the bi-monthly
Bulletin – as mentioned above this
has become a world class publication
sought after by Societies in other
countries.

Organisation and Execution of the
Annual General Meeting: Ensuring
that all the paperwork is distributed to
members in a timely fashion so that
members can know and understand
what is happening in their Society.
All of this work goes on quietly behind
the scenes while Council members,
elected by the membership, hold down
full time jobs, raise a family, run a budgie
breeding programme and attempt to live
their own rich lives, including taking
holidays and well earned breaks.
The time has come for members to
understand that this work cannot be
undertaken in a vacuum or against a
backdrop of negativity and nastiness! It
is unhelpful, and downright counterproductive, for the only feedback that
Councillors receive to be negative, finger-pointing and destructive. It is time
that words such as ―I am disgusted. . . ―
be replaced by ―I have some questions
around. . . ―. Suggestions of corrupt
practices, deliberate errors and
decisions made at Council level for
personal reasons are simply not the
reality at the Council meetings that I
have attended now for four years.
It is so important for us, as a Society of
like-minded budgie breeders, to move
forward in our thinking, in our actions
and in our treatment of each other.
Looking back to the mistakes of the past
will, inevitably, see the demise of the
hobby and we will have no-one to blame
but ourselves, the members. Our young
Novice members are looking for a
cohesive and supportive Society of
people who like each other, and I
urge every member to start to see this
democratic organisation as ―ours‖.
When remits are passed in a democratic
system we need to give things a good go
and SUPPORT the new rules. If we
choose not to vote we CANNOT criticise. Until all members start to work
together for the common good of ―our‖
Society we will continue to have overworked and frazzled Councillors who
are the target of negative comment and
derision and who feel their work and
contribution is not valued. Let’s make
this new Term a positive and happy
term for all who serve this Society by
showing support and making helpful
suggestions for improvements. Differences of opinion on ideas and concepts
does not mean that we cannot like each
other and enjoy our hobby!
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Report Back to Members on the 2016 AGM Process
BSNZ members who were
keen to have their voice
heard, had the opportunity
to use their Proxy Vote to
vote for the Remits that
were before the membership. The two Remits were
widely circulated so that
members knew what had
been presented by other
members of the Society for
their consideration.
Remit 1, was the Remit
that brought the Champion
section in line with the
changes that had been
made a year earlier to the
Novice section where all
birds need to be Bred By
Exhibitor. This Remit was
passed by 17 votes for and
4 against. Remit 2 dealt

with the idea of being able
to welcome newcomers to
the hobby by way of a couple of classes that very new
people could use to enter
un-rung birds etc. This was
also well received by those
who participated in their
democratic right to vote
and was passed by a huge
majority of those who voted at the meeting, by secret ballot, or by using a
Proxy Vote. 18 votes to 3.
As a result of these votes,
the two Remits have been
sent off for consideration
by the Federation at the
AGM to be held at the
Topflite National Bird
Show in Palmerston North.

There was also a very positive discussion around the
change to a new style
drinker that helps to prevent cross-contamination .
There were some dissenting views from members
who had sent in Proxy
votes, but for those at the
meeting who had the opportunity to see the new
style first hand, there was
great enthusiasm for a slow
phasing in of this new style
of drinker. The Council will
now pursue the ordering of
these from the Budgerigar
Society in the United Kingdom. So, for those members wishing to change as
soon as possible we will
keep you informed of progress on this.

The Council
will now pursue
ordering of
these new
drinkers from
the Budgerigar
Society in the
U.K.

Around the Pre-Season Shows—Tararua Table Show
This was a small
show held for local
members and we
thank this Club for
getting these images
and winners names
to us to share with
members.

Best Bird: AA Spangle
Cock C & K Bourke

R/up: Opaline light green
cock, K & N Greig

3rd Best Bird: Opaline light
Green, Scrivens P/ship

4th: Opaline cinnamon
grey green cock, Scrivens

Around the Pre-season Shows — Hastings Bird Club Show
There were 17 champion, 9
novice and 2 beginner
budgies entered in this
Show. The top four birds
are as follows: 4th, Opaline
sky blue cock; 3rd, Light
green spangle cock; 2nd,
Opaline light green hen and
1st, Opaline yellow face
grey hen. All these birds
were bred Brenda Berge.
Congratulations on your
excellent results Brenda!

Fourth Best Bird

Third Best Bird

Second Best Bird

Best Budgerigar
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Results from Around the Shows
Sincere thanks to members who have shared these results with us all
Levin: 30 April - 1 May 2016

Hawkes Bay: 21-22 May 2016

Best Budgie in Show—previous column
K & N Greig

Best Budgie in Show
K & N Greig

Best Novice
Julie Tasker

Best Champion:
Carol Hughes
Best Novice:
Rowan Swain
We have no image
of this bird.

Piako: 30 April—1 May 2016

Best Novice
Mike Arlidge

Christchurch: 21—22 May 2016

Whakatane: 4-5 June 2016

Best Budgie in
Show
D & F Goulden

Best Bird in
Show
T. Wills

Best Novice
Anita Itter
We have no
image of this
bird
Best Budgie in Show
Gamble/Ingoe

Best Novice
H & S Baron

Huntly: 28—29 May 2016
North Taranaki: 7— 8 May 2016
Best Novice
D & G Morris

Best Budgie in Show
C & K Bourke

Best Novice
J V M Reive

Rotorua: 14 — 15 May 2016

Best Budgie in Show
V & L Huston

Combined Valley Cities:
June 4-5 2016

Best Bird in Show
K & N Greig
There were no Novice
budgies entered in this
Show.

Best Novice
Daniel de Jong

We have had no images shared from
North Otago Club, or Timaru Club so
we could not show you these in the
June Bulletin.
If anyone has images from these Shows,
or of the Novice winners at the Levin
Show and at the Christchurch Show, we
can share them in the August Bulletin,
which will be published after the
Topflite National Show in the last weekend in July, 2016. See you all there!
(Thanks Keriann Pinnell for collating these
images to use here)
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Meet a Junior Breeder doing well
this season — Lilly Croft, Hamilton
1. Make sure that your

cage cannot be
labelled as a “marked
cage” by using a standard Budgie Mix seed in
the bottom of your show
cages. A number of
judges have commented on the use of canary
seed only this year and
this is not what is traditionally used in budgie
Show cages.
2. Make sure that there
are no scratches or areas on your Show cages
where the paint has
been stripped off so that
your cages look exactly
like everyone else’s. This
means that your cages
are not identifiable.

It is excellent to have Junior
breeders out there in our
membership doing well with
their birds! Lilly Croft has hit
the Show circuit this season
and had birds entered in the
first up Show in Piako. Her
very well presented grey
green Pied cock (pictured at
right) won Best Junior, 2nd
Best YB BBE Novice, Best
Dominant Pied YB Novice,
Best Opaline Series YB Novice and 5th Best Novice Budgie so it is clear that Lilly is on
the way to being a star of the
future.
At just 15 years of age it is
wonderful to see Lilly, supported by her family, enjoying
the show season and getting
involved in the whole showing
process.
Lilly’s second Show for the
2016 Show season was at
North Taranaki where she
achieved success with a
normal grey green YB cock.
This bird was judged runner
up Best Novice while her a
pied budgerigar bred by her

won Best Novice Dominant
Pied as well as 3rd Nest Novice.
We take this opportunity of
congratulating this young
breeder who is showing birds
that she has bred herself and
having some considerable
success on the bench. We
wish her continued best
wishes in the breeding room
and on the show bench.

Above is the bird that won
Best Junior Budgerigar as well
as 2nd Best YB BBE at the
Piako Show. And at left and
below is Lilly with her winning
bird.

